ECE Dept. Senior Design

Evaluation Form

Team No. ______

Check one:
_____ Self-evaluation
_____ Eval by Peer

Notes: Every Senior Design engineer must complete a self evaluation. Additionally, every engineer must evaluate every other team member. Please consider this evaluation to be a professional responsibility – fill it out thoroughly, frankly, and honestly.

______________________________ Evaluator’s Name

______________________________ Name of Engineer Being Evaluated

_____ Letter grade recommended for the entire project to date

a) Specific technical accomplishments and work completed: (For example – learning/applying concepts, analysis and design calculations, hardware design, writing software, etc.)

b) Specific non-technical contributions to project: (For example - documentation, project management tasks, logistics, preparing drawings, presentations, etc.)

c) General comments: (For example – Consider areas like leadership, level of effort, help given to teammates, attitude, creativity, consistent attendance, etc.)